












Agenda Item 6 Supporting Paper A: Observations made on the draft Hertfordshire minerals and 
waste local plan. 

 

From Hatfield Town Councillors 

Point 1: There seems to be a contradiction at the heart of the plan. There seems to be a desire to 
encourage the use of secondary and recycled materials but no plan to make this happen. There must 
be a coherent plan which  

 
4.30 (page 25) 
".......the Plan aims to reduce, as far as practicable, the quantity of primary aggregates used 
by encouraging the use of secondary and recycled materials (see Policy 10: Secondary and 
Recycled Materials). Owing to difficulties in recording the amount of these materials used in 
construction, the Plan looks to meet its mineral demand primarily through land-won 
material at designated sites" 
  
4.39 (page 27) 
Indicates that nationally 28% of aggregate supply comes from secondary and recycled 
materials     
  
and yet 
  
4.38 
When calculating that 27.51Mt of materials would be needed between 2020 and 2040, with 
a current shortfall of 18.56Mt yet none of the requirement was accounted for by secondary 
and recycled materials which what causes the huge target for new extraction. 
 

 

Point 2:  No reference made to Transport and Access to the Hatfield Aerodrome site despite this 
being a significant issue.  A similar level of detail is needed as is given to access issues to The 
Briggens Estate Plan (Appendix 1, pages 4 and 5). 

 

Point 3: There is a better site with a proposal ( not yet fully developed ) at Olive Farm in Stansted 
Abbott’s . 

 

From Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council 

Point A: The Borough Council notes that the Draft Hertfordshire Minerals and Waste Local Plan (the 
Plan) places a heavy reliance on site specific allocations to the west of Hatfield to provide the sand 
and gravel supply to meet the plan provision. The only other part of the plan area where sand and 
gravel extraction is proposed is at the Briggens estate (east of Stanstead Abbots). This amounts to a 
significant concentration of allocations and this is particularly significant in the case of the west of 
Hatfield as the allocations are adjacent, or in close proximity to, the town’s urban area. 



 

Point B: The remaining allocation SS3 (Hatfield Quarry - Land adjoining Coopers Green Lane) is more 
problematic to the Borough Council. There is concern regarding the scale and timescales associated 
with the proposed allocation for sand and gravel at this location given its allocation (within the same 
boundaries) in the proposed submission Welwyn Hatfield Local Plan (WHLP) as an urban extension 
for Hatfield. The Hatfield urban extension is identified as allocation SDS5, a strategic development 
site, allocated under Policies SADM 26 and SP 22. The Hatfield urban extension (SDS5) is the largest 
allocation in the WHLP with around 1,750 dwellings along with employment and community uses. 
WHBC seeks the allocation MAS03: Land Adjoining Coopers Green Lane is removed from Policy 2 and 
that the explanatory text is consequently amended to reflect this change. 

 

Point C: Enquiries made about bromate contamination at the Hatfield Aerodrome site. Bromate 
contamination was a concern raised by Members of DMC in November 2019 when considering a 
response on an application for extraction on the site, which was refused by HCC and the subsequent 
appeal dismissed. Officers agreed to include reference to concerns over bromate contamination and 
impact on the site's deliverability. Reference to this concern to be included into the Borough’s 
response to the consultation. 

 

Draft response and minutes and webcast from the meeting discussing it can be found here: 
https://democracy.welhat.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=266&MId=1500 
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Neighborhood Plan 
Draft Outline

October 2022



Approach

 Focus on what Hatfield does best and promote it

 Celebrate what we do have

 Multi use of document

 Help guide developers and provide an effective tool for planning officers

 Bring together relevant studies, strategies and background

 Provide a framework for shaping the Town Council’s priorities and aspirations



Chapter Subjects

1. History and Context

2. Housing Supply

3. Employment

4. Transport

5. Community Amenities

6. Design Guide

Themes running through the document

- Climate change and sustainability

- disability standards

- maps



1. History and context

 This is an opportunity to promote the town and surrounding areas’ rich history 
and outline the changes that have and are taking place [useful references 
needed]

 Highlight elements which have been lost to the Town (e.g. water features in 
town centre, favourite shops) [Use local history website, books, locals to fill 
in gaps]

 Outline the areas’ civic, voluntary and military communities which play a role 
in forming the overall Hatfield community [compile list]



2. Housing Supply

 Make reference to the developing local plan [latest draft from WHBC and 
Inspectorate, and highlight overall numbers for the area]

 Not get into specifics about site locations – but highlight the areas we agree with 
[need to ensure even spread, not just build in urban areas]

 Set out general principals across the areas

 Tackle issue of private rented sector/HMO and how better to integrate into community

 Reference national standards/scheme for private rented sector

 Reference Environmental Health standards/requirements



3. Employment

 Set out the local employment context [big and SMEs]

 Capture local employment opportunities (for people moving into the area and 
people comminuting into the area) [stat about how many people travel into 
Hatfield for work, compared to other neighbouring towns and cities]

 Review sustainability benefits with increased local employment/business 
opportunities [research, potentially something like15 minute cities concept?]

 Explain Article 4 Directive [include relevant documents/links]

 Reference employment elements from 2030 Plan



4. Transport

 Highlight current options and set out high level observations and principals [bike, 
bus, walking, car, trains]

 Emphasise the need for quality and ongoing maintenance
 Reference Transport elements of 2030 Plan
 Reference HCC & WGBC Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP)
 Reference Hertfordshire Essex Rapid Transport (HERT) proposal

Parking 
 promote EV charging points and need for this to be incorporated in the town’s 

design, especially for those coming into the town or for those residents who do not 
have driveways/garages

 Highlight parking provisions we are supportive of and which could/should be 
replicated



5. Community Amenities

 Break down into satellite communities (see next slide)

 Highlight Green Spaces in each  (sport and leisure, but also relaxation spaces 
– individual and community gardens)

 Public toilets [What do we do about lack of toilets. Research community 
schemes]

 Highlight national standards for GPs, Schools (especially boys secondary), etc
for the population size [find these]

 Reference community and resident groups and the role they play [make a list]



Satellite communities

 Birchwood

 Hill Top

 Town Centre

 Parkhouse Quarter

 Old Hatfield

 Hatfield Villages

 Ellenbrook

 Mill Green

 Newgate Street Village

 Lemsford

• The Ryde as a separate area?
• Is Ellenbrook and Parkhouse Quarter too small to be on their own?
• Do specific streets in Essendon need to be covered



6. Design Guide

 Again break down into satellite areas (see above)

 Capture good examples

 Highlight particular features



Climate Change and Sustainability

 How does this fit into national, regional and local targets

 What are good examples of action being taken

 What more should we be looking to do



Disability provisions

 What is the law

 What is expected standards / best practice

 How must different disabilities and impediments be accommodated



Maps

 Each section should be accompanied by good maps to help the reader 
visualize the areas we are describing

 Useful too to promote Hatfield, especially walking and cycling routes though 
the town and local countryside

 [research how we get maps made]



Progress
Chapter/Themes What we have What we need to 

get
Stakeholders

History and 
Context

Housing Supply

Employment

Transport

Community 
Amenities

Design Guide

Climate Change 
and Sustainability

Disability

Maps


